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Abstract In this paper, we introduce Dependency Dialogue Acts (DDA), a novel
framework for capturing the structure of speaker-intentions in multi-party dialogues.
DDA combines and adapts features from existing dialogue annotation frameworks,
and emphasizes the multi-relational response structure of dialogues in addition to
the dialogue acts and rhetorical relations. It represents the functional, discourse,
and response structure in multi-party multi-threaded conversations. A few key
features distinguish DDA from existing dialogue annotation frameworks such as
SWBD-DAMSL and the ISO 24617-2 standard. First, DDA prioritizes the relational
structure of the dialogue units and the dialog context, annotating both dialog acts and
rhetorical relations as response relations to particular utterances. Second, DDA
embraces overloading in dialogues, encouraging annotators to specify multiple
response relations and dialog acts for each dialog unit. Lastly, DDA places an
emphasis on adequately capturing how a speaker is using the full dialog context to
plan and organize their speech. With these features, DDA is highly expressive and
recall-oriented with regard to conversation dynamics between multiple speakers. In
what follows, we present the DDA annotation framework and case studies annotating
DDA structures in multi-party, multi-threaded conversations.

1 Introduction

Discourse analysis has become an increasingly popular problem in natural language
processing. Broadly, discourse analysis for dialog involves observing a conversation
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between two or more individuals and understanding the information that is being
exchanged, both explicitly and implicitly. One of the goals of dialogue analysis
systems is to be able to understand the intents of the parties involved. This problem
becomes more difficult when analyzing conversations between more than two people
in an open environment. In these settings, side conversations and non-discourse events
can interrupt an ongoing conversation. These multi-party multi-threaded scenarios are
ones that we encounter on a daily basis. Additionally, these complex conversations
contain abundant information that indicates the relationship between the speakers,
their moods, their likes and dislikes, as well as their intentions. Presently, we are
seeing an influx of conversational agents that are attempting to mimic our ability to
not only interpret this information correctly but to generate an appropriate response
to it as well.

Previous research in discourse analysis has led to a variety of annotation schemes
that attempt to capture different aspects of conversations. One of the foundational
schemes in this space is the Switchboard DAMSL [29] which annotates conversations
at the utterance level based on their corresponding dialog acts. Dialog acts are used
to represent the intention of the speaker, such as asking a Question or expressing a
Statement-Opinion. Other alternative schemas include Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) and shallow discourse relation frameworks such as Penn Discourse Tree
Bank (PDTB) which are frequently used to analyze text structure and coherence.
These schemes have proven extremely valuable in analyzing dialogue but can
encounter unique challenges in multi-party, open-environment settings such as our
domain of interest – classroom conversations, where conversation threads interweave
and are interrupted by events outside the discourse.

With this in mind, we set out to design a discourse analysis scheme that is able to
track the intentions of multiple speakers while preserving the relational information
from one turn of the dialogue to the next. Furthermore, we want our scheme to be
sufficiently useful for a conversational agent to generate an appropriate response in a
multiparty conversation, which aligns with our goal of creating more explainable and
controllable dialogue generation agents. Prior work has shown rhetorical structures
and dialog acts can improve controllability and explainability in response generation
in dialog agents [37, 10, 32].

Our proposed Dependency Dialogue Act (DDA) annotation scheme builds upon
previous work on discourse annotation by merging different features from existing
schemes into a single system that captures a large amount of conversational context
while minimizing annotator effort. One of the primary goals is the ability to preserve
both rhetorical and response relations between different turns in the utterance.

Additionally, we want to embrace the inherent overloading nature of conversations
by enabling annotators to select multiple labels per utterance where appropriate.
Finally, the DDA scheme anchors the speaker’s intention with context.

The goal of this paper is to define the Dependency Dialogue Act (DDA) annotation
scheme for discourse analysis and investigate its effectiveness in the context of multi-
threaded multi-party conversations. In Section 3, we define the response structure of
DDA and present the tagset composed of two class types: Dialog Acts and Rhetorical
Relations. We demonstrate the usefulness of the DDA scheme with examples from
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diverse conversation settings throughout. We discuss applications in the dialog
analysis space in Section 4. We briefly review prior work on discourse annotation
schemes and highlight key features that each of them captures in Section 5. The
ability to adequately interpret multi-party multi-threaded conversations has significant
implications for conversational technology across many domains; we hope that the
DDA scheme is a step towards capturing more of the critical information present in
these settings.

2 Motivation

We motivate our Dependency Dialog Act (DDA) annotation scheme with three
examples, shown in Figs. 1-3. DDA aims to capture as much information about the
interrelationships between utterances as possible while also representing the multiple
dialog acts and rhetorical relations that a single utterance can have. DDA captures
the response structure, dialog acts, and rhetorical relations in one integrated graph
structure. Compared to ISO 24617-2, DDA has more dialog acts for each utterance,

(1) A: well

(2) A: w hat  do you think about  the 
last  candicate 

(3) A: do you think we should hire her

(4) B: she had a very impressive 
resume but  she seemed yo lack the 
confidence that  I think a good 
manager needs

(5) A: w hat  made you think that  she 
wan't  very confident

(6) B: did you not ice the way she 
avoided making eye contact  w ith us 
w hile she talked

(7) A: she was a big nervous I guess

(8) A: w hat  else

Quest ion

Quest ion; lvl-of-detail

Answer ; Opinion

Quest ion

Answer ; Just ify

Opinion; Collaborat ive-complet ion; Reason

Quest ion

(1) A: well

(2) A: w hat  do you think about  the 
last  candicate 

(3) A: do you think we should hire her

(4) B: she had a very impressive 
resume but  she seemed yo lack the 
confidence that  I think a good 
manager needs

(5) A: w hat  made you think that  she 
wan't  very confident

(6) B: did you not ice the way she 
avoided making eye contact  w ith us 
w hile she talked

(7) A: she was a big nervous I guess

(8) A: w hat  else

takeTurn

SetQ

PropQ

SetQ
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PropQ

Inform

SetQ

funct ional
dependence

feedback
dependence

Elaborat ion

Exclamat ion

Answer ; Opinion

Elaborat ion

DDA Annotat ion ISO Annotat ion

Fig. 1 An example from the DialogBank corpus as originally annotated with ISO 24617-2 (right)
and with Dependency Dialog Act (DDA) (left). Dialog act labels are in blue, and rhetorical relations
are in red. The ISO annotation contains a functional dependency (4→ 2), a feedback dependency
(5→ 4) and a rhetorical relation (8→ 2), giving context for units 4,5,&8 respectively. DDA
annotations are context-oriented, explicitly marking context with response dependencies for all
units in a dialogue. This broader view of dialogue structure leads to a fully connected dialog thread
that can be disentangled from others in the multi-party setting, by design. DDA annotations are also
recall-oriented, encouraging the use of multiple labels for multi-function conversation units.
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(1) BP: It 's the 12th right?

(2) EM: Yes ma'am. ((laughs)) Yes sir. 
That 's w hat  I say all the t ime

(3) AD: Yes ma'am.

(4) TN: Aye aye captain.

Answer ; Joke

Restatement

Answer

Joke; Restatement

Joke; Restatement

(1) BP: It 's the 12th right?

(2) EM: Yes ma'am. ((laughs)) Yes sir. 
That 's w hat  I say all the t ime

(3) AD: Yes ma'am.

(4) TN: Aye aye captain.

Check Quest ion

Confirm

Confirm

Confirm

DDA Annotat ion ISO Annotat ion

(5) EM: ((laughs)) Aye aye captain. I?m 
gonna start  saying that . (inaudible) to 
everyone. So t ired.

(5) EM: ((laughs)) Aye aye captain. I?m 
gonna start  saying that . (inaudible) to 
everyone. So t ired.

Joke, Commit ; Restatement

Quest ion

Inform

Fig. 2 An example from our classroom setting, annotated with DDA (left) and ISO (right). DDA
annotation embraces overloading of multi-purpose units such as in 2, ...5, yielding a comprehensive,
recall-oriented structure.1

and more relations (Figs. 1 and 2).1 DDA’s edges represent response relations,
with conversation threads forming connected components, similar to reply-structure
graphs in the Ubuntu-IRC corpus (Fig. 3) [31].

3 Dependency Dialog Act

We propose the Dependency Dialog Act (DDA) annotation scheme to capture a broad
range of speaker intentions and their relationships to the dialogue context in the
multi-party setting. We emphasize the following key design philosophies:

1. DDA is context oriented and recommends annotators think from a relational
perspective. This is reflected in DDA by annotating dialog acts and relations on
response edges to the surrounding context, rather than on dialog units (see end of
Section 3.1).

2. DDA is recall-oriented and encourages annotators to put all response relations
that fit for the given context. It embraces overloading as an important feature of
the framework (see end of Section 3.2).

3. DDA pays attention to speaker intentions, trying to capture both the purpose of
speech and “how” a speaker plans and arranges their speech conditioned on the
context. This philosophy is reflected in the design decisions of DDA.

DDA aims at capturing speaker intention as a key feature. “Intention” is a widely
studied concept in philosophy [5, 41], theory of action, and logic [28]. We follow

1 In Fig. 2, (1) poses a question. (2) can be considered an “Answer” to (1). Similarly, the units that
follow restate this joke while answering the question posed in (1), each having a different functional
response dependency to (1) and rhetorical response dependency on (2), (3), and/or (4). Despite the
appearance of an answer to (1), the intent of the speaker in (5) is more likely to be participation in
the joke, as the question has already been answered by the same speaker.
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[03:06]<BurgerMann> does anyone know 
a consoleprog that scales jpegs fast and 
efficient?.. this digital camera age kills me 
when I have to scale photos :s

[03:06]<Seveas> delire, yes

=== delire found that to be an excellent 
interface to the apt suite in another 
distribution.

[03:05] <delire> hehe yes. does Kubuntu 
have ?KPackage??

[03:06]<Seveas> BurgerMann, convert

[03:06]<Seveas> part of imagemagick

[03:06]<delire> BurgerMann: 
ImageMagick

[03:06]<Seveas> BurgerMann, i used that 
to convert 100?s of photos in one 
command

[03:06]<BurgerMann> Oh... I?ll have a 
look.. thx =)

[03:06]<BurgerMann> does anyone know 
a consoleprog that scales jpegs fast and 
efficient?.. this digital camera age kills me 
when I have to scale photos :s

[03:06]<Seveas> delire, yes

=== delire found that to be an excellent 
interface to the apt suite in another 
distribution.

[03:05] <delire> hehe yes. does Kubuntu 
have ?KPackage??

[03:06]<Seveas> BurgerMann, convert

[03:06]<Seveas> part of imagemagick

[03:06]<delire> BurgerMann: 
ImageMagick

[03:06]<Seveas> BurgerMann, i used that 
to convert 100?s of photos in one 
command

[03:06]<BurgerMann> Oh... I?ll have a 
look.. thx =)

Evaluat ion

Quest ion; Acknow ledge

Quest ion; Mot ivat ion

Answer

Answer

lvl-of-details

Answer

Instant iat ion

Accept ; Commit ; Thanking

Accept ; Commit ; Thanking

Accept ; Commit ; Thanking

Mot ivat ion

Accept ; Commit ; Thanking

DDA annotat ion Reply-St ructure Graph Annotat ion

Fig. 3 Annotation of DDA (left) as compared to a reply-structure graph (right) from the Ubuntu-IRC
corpus [31]. DDA contains all the edges in Ubuntu-IRC’s reply structure, with labeled dialog acts
and rhetorical relations. DDA can contain additional edges for rhetorical relations and dialog acts.
Both structures yield separable conversation threads as connected components.

the functionalist philosophy [20], defining intentions as operational plans either
in our mind or can be entailed by current actions. For example, when a speaker
provides a “action-directive” utterance, the speaker’s entailed plan is to have certain
actions performed. Then, when providing further “elaboration,” the speaker’s plan
is to make the existing statement more convincing or clear. DDA uses an enhanced
dialog acts set from SWBD-DAMSL as the basis to describe actions performed,
and enhanced discourse relations as the basis to describe discourse purpose plans. It
embeds intentional information and context into the labeled dependency edges.

We introduce the Dependency Dialog Act annotation scheme in two sections: In
Section 3.1, we define our response dependency relations between units of dialog
(see Slash Units, below). In Section 3.2, we describe the adaptation of existing tag
schema for dialogue acts and rhetorical relations to form the basis of DDA’s intention
space.

Dialog Units of Annotation: Slash Units - Similar to functional segments in ISO
24617-2 standard and elementary discourse units (EDUs) in RST, we assume that
a dialogue is broken up into units for annotation. Following the SWBD-DAMSL
annotation scheme, we term these slash units.
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3.1 DDA Edges: Response Dependencies

The edges in DDA indicate response relationships between slash units. Specifically,
for a slash unit of interest, a response dependency is a directed edge from the unit
of interest to the slash unit it depends on or originated from conversationally. When
a slash unit ui has no unit to relate to in the prior context, we use a self-pointing
dependency ui→ ui to specify the start of a new thread of conversation.

DDA takes an expansive view of response relations between slash units which
encompasses the functional, rhetorical, and reply relationships in other frameworks:

• Functional dependency:2 the meaning of a dialogue act for a local slash unit
depends crucially on a particular slash-unit in the dialogue context, such as how
an Answer depends on a Question [15].

• Rhetorical relations: the coherent organization of two slash units, for example
labeling units which elaborate on or contrast with previous units [33]. Also known
as discourse relations.

• Response or continuation dependency represents continuation of a conversation
thread but no explicit functional or rhetorical dependencies between two slash
units.

In DDA, conversation threads form separate connected components in the DDA
annotation graph. Consider Fig. 1, which includes DDA annotations for a snippet
from the DialogBank corpus as originally annotated with the ISO 24617-2 standard
[17]. While the ISO annotation includes multiple relation types, some dialogue units
in the conversation thread remain disconnected from the structure. While two-party
dialogues like this one often follow a single linear thread, this is not always the
case[23]. For example, coherent threads can overlap and might require disentangling
for further analysis, as seen in Figs. 3, 5 and 6.

We annotate dialog acts on response edges rather than on slash units. This is
in contrast with most previous annotation schemes for dialog acts such as SWBD-
DAMSL and ISO. The benefit of our approach is that it explicitly labels the context
for each dialog act. For example, in Fig. 5, utterance 32 contains a question, asking
“who wants to go first?”. In the DDA annotation, the context is explicitly marked
by the response dependency, such that going first can be understood as a leading
discussion of the first question in their packet. In the ISO annotation, this context
would need to be inferred from the dialogue history, which may be difficult as many
of the nearest slash units belong to a different conversation thread.

2 In addition to functional dependence, the ISO 24617-2 standard defines feedback dependencies
for particular feedback acts. Feedback acts largely correspond to backward-communicative-function
dialogue acts in SWBD-DAMSL, which we adapt for use in DDA. Thus, we consider feedback
dependencies as similar to functional ones, where the interpretation of the slash-unit and label
heavily rely on the dependent unit(s).
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DDA ISO Ubuntu-IRC STAC SWBD-
DAMSL

Dialog acts yes yes no yes (limited) yes
Discourse
relations

PDTB+ subset
of PDTB

no task specific no

Reply structure yes partial yes no no
Functional
dependence

yes yes no no partial

Table 1 Annotation Scheme Features Comparison. Dialog act and PDTB rows represent whether a
scheme uses this set. reply structure, continuation and functional dependence denote three types
of dependence structure defined in Section 3.1; partial means only a subset of the feature can be
annotated under a scheme. STAC refers to the annotation scheme [7].

3.2 DDA Tagset: Dialog Act and Discourse Relation Classes

Many dialogue annotation frameworks label conversation units from one of two
perspectives. First, there are frameworks for labeling the function or “act” of a dialog
unit of interest, including DAMSL, SWBD-DAMSL, and the ISO 24617-2 standard.
Other frameworks aim to model the discourse relations between units, drawing
from Rhetorical Structure Theory [34, 40] or Segmented Discourse Representation
Theory (SDRT) [8]. Since we want to capture speaker intentions, we aim to capture
both categories of these phenomena in multi-party dialogue in a single annotation
scheme, by adapting dialog acts from the SWBD-DAMSL scheme [29] and discourse
relations from the Penn Discourse Tree Bank 3.0 scheme [36].

Though relatively few schemes attempt to unify these approaches, ours is not
the first. In particular, the ISO 24617-2 standard includes dialog acts as well as an
additional dimension for rhetorical relations, most commonly annotated with the
DR-CORE3 relation set [15, 18]. While one could annotate multi-party dialogue with
the ISO standard by using the finer-grain PDTB relations in the rhetorical dimension,
we found this to not fit our distinct approach to the structures described previously,
which departs significantly from the ISO annotation guidelines.

Dialogue Act Set: DDA’s dialog act set covers 40 out of the 42 most frequently used
Dialog Act (DA) classes from the SWBD-DAMSL scheme. 26 out of the 40 classes
are kept with the original definition and class name, while the remaining 15 are
collapsed into coarser classes. This leads us to 31 DA classes. The most noticeable
merger of SWBD-DAMSL DA classes is from the “question” and “answer” DAs. We
replaced 5 classes of “answer” type from SWBD-DAMSL with a single “answer” tag
and 8 “question” DAs from SWDB-DAMSL with 3 coarser “question” classes. This
is because most of the sub-type “question” and “answer” tags can be resolved from
the lexical level analysis. Additionally, we add “joke” as a new DA to cover the social
acts in our domain of interest. In this regard, the taxonomy of DDA’s dialogue acts

3 While corpora annotated with ISO typically use the DR-CORE rhetorical relations, the guideline
itself does not actually specify this, and any set which relates dialog unit pairs may be used.
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labels still follow SWBD-DAMSL’s hierarchy with 6 top-level categories, bolded
below. We list DDA’s dialogue acts set with this hierarchy as follows:

• Statements: Statement, Opinion
• Communicative Status: Self-talk, Abandoned
• Backward-Communicative Functions: Answer, Stalling, Accept, Reject,

Collaborative Completion, Appreciation, Downplayer, Sympathy, Acknowledge,
signal-non-understanding

• Forward-Communicative Function: Task-Management, Offer,
Action-Directive, Commit, Question/Info-request, Open-Question, Rhetorical-
Question, Apology, Thanking, Exclamation, Explicit-performative, Welcome

• Information Level: Greeting, Correction, Conventional-closing
• Other: Hedge, Joke

Rhetorical Relation Set: DDA uses discourse relations from PDTB expanded with
some extra relations. Aside from dialog acts, discourse relations are very useful
for describing speaker intentions, especially speech organizational intentions that
dialog acts do not cover. We use the discourse relations set from PDTB 3.0, but
extended it with some finer-grained relations for the “Contingency” and “Expansion”
types. For the “Contingency” class, we add 4 more asymmetric sub-types for Cause
(“Justify”, “Motivation”, “Enablement” and “Evaluation”). Similarly, we extended
the “Expansion” class with 3 more relations (“Process-step”, “Object-attribute” and
“List”), which are inspired by Amanda Stent’s work on RST in Dialog [40]. We added
these relations because we found them to be useful distinctions in our conversational
datasets, in which students discuss, collaborate and negotiate with each other. DDA
still leverages the benefits of PDTB’s taxonomy hierarchy with this extension.

For comparison, we list the discourse relations adapted in DDA as well as
discourse relations from other common frameworks in Table 2.

DDA edges always point backward in the conversation (from a slash unit to
another slash unit that it is responding to) or are self-edges. In order to support this
directionality without losing expressive power, we make use of the dual discourse
relations introduced in PDTB 3.0, such that any asymmetric relationship is annotated
from the context of a reply without changing the meaning of the response dependency
structure. For instance, if a unit A is a “Reason” for a future unit B, this A→ B can
be equivalently annotated as A← B such that B is a “Result” of A. As for asymmetric
relations that can be verbified, DDA uses the active or passive voice of the verb to

encode the directionality. For example, C
Enabling−−−−−→ D is equivalent to C Enabled←−−−− D .

This can be read naturally with English: C
Enabling−−−−−→ D is read “C is enabling D” and

C Enabled←−−−− D is read “D is enabled by C”.

Overloading and Multi-functionality: As part of DDA’s recall-oriented annotation
philosophy, we embrace multi-edges to encode the overloading of responsiveness.
For example, in Fig. 2, utterance (2) can be considered a “reply” given the only
context utterance in this example is a question from utterance (1), such that the
reply-to edge is also a response dependency edge. As the conversation proceeds,
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Category ISO-DR-core PDTB3.0 SDRT DDA
Temporal Async, Sync Async, Sync,

Precedence,
Succession

Narration,
Precondition

Async, Sync,
Before, After

Contingency Cause, Condition,
Neg-Condition,
Purpose

Cause,
Cause+Belief,
Cause+SA,
Condition,
Neg-Condition,
Purpose, Reason,
Result

Explanation,
Result,
Consequence

Cause, Justify,
Motivation,
Condition, Neg-
Condition,
Purpose,
Enablement,
Reason, Result,
Evaluation

Comparison Contrast,
Similarity,
Concession

Contrast,
Similarity,
Concession,
Concession+SA

Consequence,
Explanation,
Contrast, Parallel

Contrast,
Similarity,
Concession

Expansion Exception,
Conjunction,
Disjunction,
Substitution,
Manner,
Elaboration,
Restatement,
Expansion,
Exemplification

Instantiation,
Level-of-details,
Substitution,
Equivalence,
Disjunction,
Exception,
Conjunction,
Manner

Continuation,
Alternation,
Elaboration,
Background,
Commentary
Attribution,
Source

Expansion,
Instantiation,
Level-of-details,
Substitution,
Restatement,
Summary,
Disjunction,
Exception,
Conjunction,
Manner, Process-
step, Object-
attribute

Table 2 A comparison of discourse relations across frameworks. We choose to replace some
of PDTB’s relation name from PDTB2.0 for ease of memory such as “Precedence”=“Before”,
“Succession”=“After”, “equivalence”=“restatement”, assigning them identical definition.

the intention rendered in utterance (4) shifted away from being an “Answer” to
utterance (1) (the marginal information gain of yet another same answer to the
previous question diminishes) and therefore serves more toward rhetorical functions
instead of communicative ones.

4 Applications

Conversation Threads: Despite the fact that dialogue annotations in DDA might
include more structural links than in reply structure graphs, they share the same useful
property in which separable conversation threads form connected components in the
resulting graph. Given a complete dialogue annotation, this allows a simple method
for disentangling threads, a processing step that has been shown to improve dialogue
understanding methods [23] and is of analytical interest in our classroom multi-party
dialogue setting. See Fig. 4 for an example. The dependency chains (8)-(15)-(16),
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DDA annotat ion

(14) gw fs: afraid not  :(

(8) gw fs: are you an Informat ics 
student  then, lj?

(9) tk: did not  do the t r ials

(10) w m: has anyone got  wood for 
me?

(11) gw fs: I did them

(12) gw fs: because a fr iend did

(13) gw fs: lol w m, you cad

(15) lj: no, I?m about  to start  math.

(16) lj: I just  hang around appleton a lot

(17) tk: sry no

(18) gw fs: my single wood is precious

(19) w m: w hat?s a cad?

Quest ion

Quest ion
Statement ; Cont rast

Statement ; Reason
Asser t ; 
Exclamat ion; 
Joke

Answer

Answer ; Reject ; Statement

Statement ; Just ify

Answer ; 
Apology

Statement ; 
Mot ivat ion

Quest ion

(8)

(15)

(16)

(9)

(11)

(12)

(10)

(13)

(14)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Threads ext racted from DDA

Fig. 4 DDA annotation on an example in the STAC corpus [7] showing that DDA connects
conversation threads into connected components; On the left, we have DDA annotation for the
conversation snippet; On the right, we highlight the extracted threads.

(9)-(11)-(12) and (10)-(13)-(14)-(17)-(18)-(19) can be naturally derived from DDA’s
response dependency structure. Similarly, in Fig. 5, we show a classroom example,
in which the threads of conversation among students are naturally disentangled by
following the response dependencies.

Response Dependencies for Discourse Analysis: The theoretical benefits of
DDA’s response dependency structure go beyond the threads disentanglement and
annotation simplification. DDA can be potentially used as an analytical tool to identify
interpersonal relationships and power dynamics. For example, if DDA dependencies
show significantly more connections between certain participants, it may indicate
they are having more engaged conversations and forming bonding. Further, if the
topological structure of the DDA for a conversation shows balanced connectivity
between speakers, it could indicate the power is evenly distributed. Alternatively, if
the dependencies are mostly pointing at a single or a few people, it’s more likely that
they are leading the conversation. We aim to explore these analyses in future work.
In Table 1, we compare features among different annotation schemes.
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(20) AD: Well, are we gonna start?

(21) BP: Um, yeah. So, one...

(22) AD: Is it  on?

DDA annotat ion ISO annotat ion

(24) BP: Oh, I got  it .

(26) AD: I think it 's on.

(29) AD: No, it 's not .

(27) BP: Um, okay.

(31) BP: Page 17 of the (inaudible) 
packet .

(32) BP: Ok, w ho wants to go first?

(33) AD: I' ll go first . 

Acknow ledge

Quest ion;
Task-Mgmt

(20) AD: Well, are we gonna start?

(21) BP: Um, yeah. So, one...

(22) AD: Is it  on?

(24) BP: Oh, I got  it .

(26) AD: I think it 's on.

(29) AD: No, it 's not .

(27) BP: Um, okay.

(31) BP: Page 17 of the (inaudible) 
packet .

(32) BP: Ok, w ho wants to go first?

(33) AD: I' ll go first . 

Suggest

Accept  Suggest

Proposit ional 
Quest ion

Answer

Confirm

Agreement

Self-cor rect ion

Interact ion St ructur ing

Quest ion; 
Turn Release

Turn Accept ;
Answer

Answer ;
Task-Mgmt

Task-Mgmt

(34) AD: Alr ight , w hat  would the MA 
of this pulley be?

(34) AD: Alr ight , w hat  would the MA 
of this pulley be? 

Quest ion

Quest ion; 
Task-Mgmt

Quest ion;
Task-Mgmt

Answer ;
Offer

Quest ion

Acknow ledge

Answer ; 
Opinion

Correct ion

Fig. 5 A comparison of DDA annotation and corresponding ISO annotation for an example from
our classroom setting. Students participate in two interleaved dialog threads: preparing to discuss
solutions to a worksheet on pulleys (green) and ensuring their equipment is on correctly (yellow).
Response dependencies in DDA connect thread slash units by construction. Functional and similar
dependencies in the ISO annotation yield only partial connectivity.

5 Related Work

Dialogue Acts: There is a long history of analyzing the “actions” of utterances,
known as dialog acts [44, 9, 39, 3, 30]. Dialog act annotation schemes developed
include DAMSL (Dialogue Act Markup in Several Layers) [2, 21], SWBD-DAMSL
[29, 25], DIT (Dynamic Interpretation Theory) [11], and DIT++ schema [12, 13].
The ISO 24617-2 standard proposed a semantically-based standard for dialogue
annotation, and includes both dialogue acts and the relations between discourse
units [14, 15, 16]. Researchers have long noted that multi-functionality (pragmatic
overloading) is hard to capture with a single utterance purpose, especially in multi-
party multi-threaded dialogues [4, 20, 26, 22].

In our work, we follow SWBD-DAMSL’s approach by augmenting its flattened
DA tag set. Nevertheless, we made two augmentations: first, DDA handles multi-
functionality phenomenon with multi-label and multi-dependency; second, DDA
resolves the response structure, which not only unveils a deeper discourse structure in
conversations but also anchors the dialogue act and discourse relations into context,
which is fundamentally different than tagging schemes. In limited experiments, we
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STAC annotat ion

(14) gw fs: afraid not  :(

(8) gw fs: are you an Informat ics 
student  then, lj?

(9) tk: did not  do the t r ials

(10) w m: has anyone got  wood for 
me?

(11) gw fs: I did them

(12) gw fs: because a fr iend did

(13) gw fs: lol w m, you cad

(15) lj: no, I?m about  to start  math.

(16) lj: I just  hang around appleton a lot

(17) tk: sry no

(18) gw fs: my single wood is precious

(19) w m: w hat?s a cad?
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Fig. 6 A comparison between DDA annotation (left) and SDRT as adapted for the STAC corpus
(right), on an example from the STAC corpus [7]. The dialog consists of three distinct threads,
denoted by color. Due to the high degree of rhetorical organization in this dialog, both annotations
form distinct connected threads. While the relation set in the STAC corpora is tailored for strategic
dialog, DDA is able to capture more general phenomena with greater specificity, such as the labeling
of apologies within answers or of jokes as opposed to comments.

find the efficiency of annotating DDA to be comparable to SWBD-DAMSL.

Rhetorical Relations in Multi-party Dialogue: Previous work on structured
analysis for multi-party dialogue mainly focused on simple thread disentanglement,
rather than analyzing the resulting rhetorical structures [31, 24, 43, 42]. In the current
work, we mainly focus on the rhetorical structures in multi-party dialogue. Four of the
most influential frameworks have been used in dialogue analysis: Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST) [33], Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) [8], Hobbs’
theory of discourse [27], and Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) framework[35, 36].
In RST, an RST tree is built recursively by connecting the adjacent discourse
units, forming a hierarchical structure covering the whole text. RST Bank [19]
created a reference corpus for community-wide use, while [40] provides a practical
analysis on annotating dialogue with RST. Similar to RST, SDRT also provides a
hierarchical structure of text organization with full annotation. For example, DISCOR
corpus [38], the ANNODIS corpus [1], and the STAC [7] use directed acyclic
graphs that allow for multiple parents, but not for crossing. Based on Hobbs’ theory,
Discourse Graphbank [45] allows for general graphs that allow multiple parents and
crossing. Unlike the above frameworks, PDTB adopts a theory-neutral approach to
the annotation, which does not aim at achieving complete annotation of the text but
focuses on local discourse relations anchored by structural connectives or discourse
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adverbials. This theory neutrality makes no commitments to what kinds of high-
level structures may be created from the low-level annotations of relations and
their arguments, thus it permits more freedom of investigating complex dependency
structures in multi-party multi-threaded dialogue. Furthermore, ISO DR-Core also
follows the theory-neutral stance in PDTB, annotating only high-level, coarse-grained
discourse relations that can then be annotated further to capture a finer-grained tree
or graph structure, depending on one’s theoretical preferences.

DDA follows PDTB’s discourse relation taxonomy since it has been demonstrated
effective in annotation practice to yield good annotator agreement, however, we
augmented it with dense response structure annotation instead of partial annotation (as
shown in Fig. 1).

Annotating Response Structure Graphs: Another line of work aims to improve
conversational understanding systems by uncovering the response dependencies
between utterances in multi-party speech [6] or online chat [24, 31, 23]. Given
dialogue segmented into utterances, the task is to connect an utterance of interest
with all previous utterances to which it responds. The resulting connected components
form dialogue threads that can be understood individually in downstream systems.
[31] present one of the largest available corpora annotated with reply structure graphs,
consisting of 77,653 messages from the Ubuntu Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Our notion
of response dependency is similar to this line of work with three key differences: (1)
All of our dependencies are labeled with the dialogue act and/or rhetorical relation
initiated in the responding utterance. (2) All non-self DDA edges point towards
previous utterances, but with the duality coding mentioned in Section 3.2, the edges
still denote the semantic roles of each utterance. (3) An utterance of interest can
respond to any number of previous utterances using any number of labels.

6 Future Work

In the future, we plan to apply DDA to annotate multiparty conversations, including
conversations from K-12 classrooms, where students form small groups to solve
problems collaboratively.

Limitations: DDA, like all other discourse-level annotation schemes, has its own
limitations in terms of scope, generalizability and domain-specific bias. First, DDA
assumes sufficient information exists for annotation in the conversation records.
If certain references in the context is meant to be resolved from non-verbal
communication channels, such as pointing and gestures, DDA may need situated
transcripts of the conversation to be properly deployed. Besides, DDA inherits the
limitation of the expressive power from PDTB and SWBD-DAMSL and benefits
from their scalability in practice. Second, the addressee information is not guaranteed
to be reflected in DDA solely.
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